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ABSTRACT

Determining the maximum stable undercut span is an important parameter in undercut slopes design. The maximum stable undercut span is
a function of slope geometry, the strength parameters of the slope material, condition of discontinuities, underground water condition, etc.
However, the desired production capacity and therefore the size of excavating equipment will sometimes ask for a wider undercut span. The
influence of arching phenomenon in geo-material on the stability of undercut slopes is investigated earlier. It is believed that due to the
arching effect, some load transfer from the undercut area into stationary remaining side toes leads to a more stable slope. However, the
transferred load may result in ploughing failure of side toes. One technique for preventing the ploughing failure is application of counterweight
balance on side toes. In this study, the influence of counterweight size on the stability of the undercut slopes was investigated through a series
of numerical model tests using FLAC3D software. It was concluded that there was a meaningful relationship between the counterweight
balance size and the maximum stable undercut span where increasing a counterweight size resulted in a wider stable span. Finally, the
numerical results were compared with pre-conducted physical modeling test and a nonlinear relationship was proposed between the
counterweight size and the maximum stable undercut span.
Keywords : Numerical Modeling, Arching Effect, Undercut Slopes, Counterweight Balance.

1. Introduction
The slopes stability is a major problem in geotechnical engineering
where a slope failure sometimes may cause catastrophic damages and
casualties. The term “undercut slopes” in this study will refer to those
slopes in surface mining where the process of excavation is under
operation in front of them. Determining the optimum undercut span is
an important issue in undercut slopes, where on one hand the span is
limited to a maximum size depending on the strength properties of slope
material, and on the other hand, it is limited to a minimum size
depending on the desired production capacity and the size of mining
equipment [1].
In calculation of the undercut span, the phenomenon of arch action
plays an important role. This phenomenon in geo-material was
introduced by Terzaghi (1936), as load transferring from a yielding
portion of the geo-material to its stable portions [2]. Many researchers
investigated the soil arch action in different fields and investigated this
phenomenon theoretically, numerically and physically [3-7].
Wang & Yen (1973) were among pioneers who investigated arching
effect in slopes [8]. Bosscher and Gray (1986) studied this phenomenon
for sandy slopes through physical modeling [6]. Hassiotis et al. (1997)
tried to find a designing method for pile stabilized slopes considering
arch action [9]. Later, other researchers tried to investigate arch action
in pile stabilized slopes such as Chen & Martin (2002), Hosseinian &
Cheraghi (2013), Zhao & Zhai (2014) and Li et al. (2015). [10-13].
Pipatpongsa et al. (2009) investigated the stability of undercut slopes in
Mea Moh open pit Lignite mine in Lampang city of Thailand. They

suggested an excavation technique based on arching action and cut and
fill technique to solve stability problems. Excavation by Sequence of this
method could provide the expected stability without any special
supporting equipment [14].
Khosravi et al. (2009, 2011) conducted some physical model tests using
humid sand to examine the possible failure modes in undercut slopes.
They reported five different slope failure modes depending on the slope
geometry and loading conditions [15, 16].
Later a series of centrifugal physical model tests were conducted by
Khosravi et al. (2016) using the Mark III beam centrifuge of the Tokyo
Institute of Technology. In that study, the earth pressure and the
movement distribution were recorded by pressure cells and using
particle image velocimetry (PIV), respectively at each excavation step.
The results showed that arch action also accrued to undercut slopes
under high gravitational acceleration confirming that the arch action is
a size independent phenomenon [17].
The unstable undercut slopes can be stabilized by means of different
reinforcing techniques such as anchoring, counterweight balance, etc.
The use of some types of shear pins for stabilizing undercut slopes are
studied physically and numerically by Ouch et al. (2016, 2017) and
Ukritchon et al. (2017) [18-20]. The influence of counterweight balance
on the stability of undercut slopes then was studied through some
physical model tests under 1-g condition and was applied to Mae Moh
open-pit mine as a case study [21]. It was confirmed that as the width
of the counterweight area increased, the pillars of the model become
stronger leading to a more stable undercut slope. Therefore, the
excavated area could become wider compared to the slopes without
counterweight balance [22]. However, due to limitations and difficulties
in physical modeling, the study of counterweight balance was done
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through a limited number of model tests. In order to develop the
previous study, a series of numerical modeling tests were done using
finite difference method, FLAC 3D software. The relationship between
the counterweight balance size and the maximum stable undercut span
is confirmed by comparison between the results of numerical and
physical models.
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2. Introduction Modeling Matherial Characteristics
As the numerical investigation in this study was established to complete
the results of the pre-conducted physical modeling study [22], the
material properties were selected the same with those used in physical
models. The material properties in the physical and numerical models
are listed in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. Note that the cohesion
values measured by experimental tests ranges from 0.36 kPa to 8 kPa for
used modelling material. In order to select an appropriate cohesion
value for numerical models, the model was repeated without
counterweight with cohesion values ranging from 0.36 kPa to find the
maximum undercut span equivalent to that observed in physical model.
The cohesion value of 0.95 kPa was obtained as the appropriate value
and was used for numerical models.

LT

H

α
Base support
Fig. 1. Schematic of numerical model

Silica sand No. 6

Table 1. Material properties of moist silica sand No. 6 used in physical models [1,
22, and 23]
Material properties (Physical Model)

Side
support

Value

Bulk density (ρ)
1395 kg/m3
Specific density (Gs)
2.650
Maximum void ratio (emax)
1.132
Minimum void ratio (emin)
0.711
Water content (ω)
10 %
Internal friction angle (φ)
41.5°
Interface friction angle on Teflon sheet
18.5°
(δ)
Apparent cohesion (c)*
0.36-8.00 kPa
Apparent adhesion on Teflon sheet (ct)
0.10 kPa
*Different values of cohesion are reported for this soil [1, 22, 23].
Table 1. Material properties used in numerical models
Material properties (Numerical Model)

Value

Bulk density (ρ)
Bulk Modulus (K)
Shear Modulus (G)
Normal interface stiffness (kn)
Shear interface stiffness (ks)
Internal friction angle (φ)
Interface friction angle (δ)
Cohesion (c)
Adhesion (ct)

1395 kg/m3
2.67×103 kPa
1.67×103 kPa
1×106 kPa/m
1×106 kPa/m
41.5°
18.5°
0.95 kPa
0.10 kPa

WFS

W =100 cm
H = 6 cm
Fig. 2. Geometry of physical model [22].

In order to make the modeling results comparable with the preconducted physical models, the location of the pressure cells used in
physical models was selected as earth pressure control points in the
numerical models.
The model was left to balance after preparation and before starting the
undercut process. When the maximum unbalanced force recorded in the
model was reduced to zero, as shown in Fig. 3, then the model was ready
for undercutting.

3. Numerical Modelling
3.1. Model Geometry and data recording
The numerical model is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. As indicated
in this figure, the model consists of cubic elements with the size of 0.02
m. Choosing the size of element larger than this amount reduced the
accuracy of modeling, and the element size smaller than this increased
the calculation time enormously. The geometry of the numerical model
was selected exactly similar to that of a previous physical modeling
study. A photo of the physical model is shown in Fig. 2 for comparison.
The model was generally composed of two parts: the base part with the
dimensions of W=1.0 m by LT=0.4 m and the slope part with the
dimensions of W=1.0 m by LS=0.6 m. The slope part had an inclination
angle of α=50o and the thickness of the model was H=0.06 m in both
slope and base parts. The counterweights were simulated by using the
same material used in simulation of the whole model. The influence of
the counterweight on the stability of the slope was studied by simulating
models with different sizes of the counterweights.

Fig. 3. Change in maximum unbalanced force before undercut process

3.2. Undercut process
The Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion was used in this study. According to
this criterion, the model is considered to be in equilibrium as long as the
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maximum unbalanced force is ignorable compared to the total applied
forces in the problem. If the unbalanced force approaches a constant
nonzero value, this indicates that failure and plastic flow are occurring
within the model [24].
The undercut process followed the approach done in physical modeling.
This process is explained in details for model test 5 in this section. The
process starts by removing a central slice, 4 cm in width, from the base
part of the model as shown in Figure 4(a). The model was allocated some
time to balance again and therefore the maximum unbalanced force was
reduced to zero (Fig. 4(b)). Then the undercut span was extended
symmetrically with steps of 4 cm (2 cm leftward and 2 cm rightward)
and rebalanced until the model failed. The existence of unbalanced force
in the model indicates the model failure. For the model test 5 the
maximum stable undercut span was 36 cm which reached at the 9th
undercut step and the failure occurred after the 10th undercut step. The
geometry of the model and the record of the maximum unbalanced
force in the model are shown in Fig. 5.
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b) Max. unbalanced force
Figure 5. Final step of undercut process for model test 5

Records of maximum unbalanced forces during undercut process in all
the numerical model tests are shown in Fig. 6.

a) First step of undercut (4cm)

a) Model test No. 1

b) Max. unbalanced force
Fig. 4. First step of undercut process for model test 5

b) Model test No. 2

a) Final step of undercut (40cm)
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4. Numerical Results and discussion
4.1. Failure modes
Contours of failure modes occurred in numerical model No. 5 is shown
in Fig. 7(a). As shown, it is obvious that shear cracks initiated from the
corner of the undercut area. The other parts of the model are mostly
under tension stresses. These results are consistent with that of the
physical models. The crack initiation captured by means of a high speed
camera in the physical model No. 5 is shown in Fig. 7(b) for comparison.

c) Model test No. 3

a) Numerical model (BMS=36 cm)

d) Model test No. 4

Crack initiation

Crack initiation

b) Physical model (BMS=35 cm) [18]
Fig. 7. The crack initiation in the model No. 5

e) Model test No. 5

f) Model test No. 6
Fig. 6. Records of maximum unbalanced forces during undercut process in
numerical model tests

Contours of shear stress in the numerical slope model No. 5 are shown
in Fig. 8. It is clearly seen in this figure that the maximum shear stress
appeared in the area between the slope part immediately above the
undercut area and the counterweights. Actually the role of the
counterweight balance in increasing the stability of the undercut slopes
can be explained by the location of the maximum shear stress and
arching effect. By undercutting the slope, the part of the slope
immediately above the undercut area lose its support and tend to slip
down along the sloping plate. This movement of the soil mass activates
the shear stress between the moving part and the adjacent stationary
parts of the slope. According to the arching effect, the shear stress helps
the load to transfer from the moving part and the adjacent stationary
parts. As a result, the weight of the moving soil mass will be supported
partially by the counterweights and therefore the failure of the slope will
be delayed compared to the slope without counterweights.
Unfortunately, in conducting the physical models, it was impossible to
measure the shear stress in the model. However, the contours of shear
strain were obtained from the models by means of particle image
velocimetry (PIV). PIV is a recently developed nondestructive image
processing technique, which uses consecutive digital images captured
from the surface of the model to record the model deformation [25].
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10
Non-dimension earth pressure (P/ρgh)

Contours of shear strain in the physical slope model No. 5 are shown in
Fig. 9. These results are somehow comparable with those of Fig. 8 where
both shear stress and shear strain are maximized in the same area of the
models.
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Fig. 8. Contours of shear stress in the numerical model No. 5
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Fig. 9. Contours of shear strain in the physical model No. 5

4.2. Stress redistribution and arching effect
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The location of embedded pressure cells in the physical models is
schematically shown in Figure 10. As mentioned before the location of
the control points in the numerical models were selected exactly at the
same location of pressure cells used in the physical models where the
depth of embedment was half of slope thickness. Furthermore, the
directions of the recorded earth pressures were consistent in both
numerical and physical models.
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Fig. 10. Instrumentation of the model

Plots of the earth pressure recorded in the control points inside the
numerical models are plotted as a function of the undercut span in Fig.
11. Where the undercut span (B) and the measured earth pressure (P)
are normalized by the slope width (W) and ρgH (ρ: bulk density of
the sand, g: earth’s gravity; H: thickness of the model), respectively. Due
to the symmetrical condition, variations of earth pressure with
respective to undercut span for P1 and P3 are exactly the same.
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process begins, the stress condition is active (P6>P7) while by expanding
the undercut span the stress condition changes gradually to passive
(P6<P7). This stress switch from active to passive is again an evidence of
arching effect where stress arches appeared in the undercut slope.
The above mentioned phenomena and trends of stress redistributions
were observed in both numerical and physical model tests consistently.
However, there was an inconsistency in the initial pressure values
recorded in numerical and physical models. The inconsistency is related
to the difference in model preparation.

Non-dimension earth pressure (P/ρgh)

10
P1

P2

8

P3

Max. stable
span

6

P4
P5

4

P6
P7

2

4.3. Formulation of the maximum undercut span

/W

The total number of six numerical model tests were conducted with
different counterweight sizes as listed in Table 3. The results of three
pre-conducted physical model tests are also listed in this table for
comparison.
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e) Model test No. 5 (CW=20cm)

0.4

Non-dimension earth pressure (P/ρgh)
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Table 3. Results of numerical and physical modelling
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Fig. 11. Records of earth pressure vs. undercut span in numerical models
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Fig. 12. Records of earth pressure vs. undercut span in physical model test No. 5
[22]

Considering the pressure cells and control points at lower level in the
slope (i.e. P1, P2 and P3), as the undercut span increase, the earth
pressure decreases in the central part (P2) while increases in sides (P1
and P3). This earth pressure redistribution is an obvious evidence of the
arching effect showing a load transfer process from central loosing part
to adjacent stationary parts of the model. Furthermore, looking at the
pressure values recorded by the uppermost pair of pressure cells and
control points (P6 and P7), it can be seen that before the undercut

0.26

Numerical

0.40

7

0.30

Physical [18]

0.40

The normalized maximum stable undercut span (BMS/WFS) is plotted as
a function of the normalized free span (WFS/W) in Fig. 13. The free span
refers to the span between two counterweights as indicated in Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2. As seen in Fig. 13, the maximum stable undercut span increases as
the free span decreases. In other words, an increase in the size of the
counterweights results in approaching to a wider stable undercut span.
These results are in agreement with the previous results of the physical
modeling study [22]. The technique of counterweight balance can be
utilized to increase final stable undercut span, and therefore, to increase
the stability of undercut slopes.
Non-dimension Max. stable
undercut span (BMS/WFS)

Non-dimension earth pressure (p/gH)

Plots of the earth pressure recorded by pressure cells in the physical
model test No. 5 are shown in Fig. 12 for comparison.
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Fig. 13. Maximum stable undercut span vs. free span

5. Conclusion
The influence of counterweigh balance on the stability of undercut
slopes was investigated numerically in this study. FLAC 3D as a finite
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difference software was utilized for this investigation. A set of numerical
model tests were done with a variety of counterweight balance sizes. The
results of this study confirmed the development of arching phenomena
in the undercut slopes, where the Mohr-coulomb yield criterion was
applied to the modeling material. It can be concluded that for geomaterials modeled in this study, under a symmetrical cutting process,
counterweight balance can be considered as a useful technique in
increasing the stability of undercut slopes. These results are in good
agreement with the results of a pre-conducted series of physical model
tests. The technique of counterweight balance can be useful in
stabilizing the undercut slopes such as those in surface coal mining
under special conditions. Under application of this technique, the
equipment operational space can be increased while the risk of slope
failure during operation decreased.
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